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The National Cancer Institute Enterprise Vocabulary Services (NCI EVS) uses a wide range of quality
assurance (QA) techniques to maintain and extend NCI Thesaurus (NCIt). NCIt is a reference terminology
and biomedical ontology used in a growing number of NCI and other systems that extend from transla-
tional and basic research through clinical care to public information and administrative activities. Both
automated and manual QA techniques are employed throughout the editing and publication cycle, which
includes inserting and editing NCIt in NCI Metathesaurus. NCI EVS conducts its own additional periodic
and ongoing content QA. External reviews, and extensive evaluation by and interaction with EVS partners
and other users, have also played an important part in the QA process. There have always been tensions
and compromises between meeting the needs of dependent systems and providing consistent and well-
structured content; external QA and feedback have been important in identifying and addressing such
issues. Currently, NCI EVS is exploring new approaches to broaden external participation in the terminol-
ogy development and QA process.

Published by Elsevier Inc.
1. Introduction

The NCI Thesaurus (NCIt) is a reference terminology and biomed-
ical ontology used by the National Cancer Institute (NCI) and a grow-
ing number of other systems. NCIt was first published in 2000, and
was intended to facilitate interoperability and data sharing by the
various components of NCI. It is the central terminology resource
published as part of the Enterprise Vocabulary Services (EVS), a set
of services and resources that provide controlled terminology to
NCI and its collaborators. NCIt is updated monthly, and made avail-
able via web browsers, APIs and several file download formats.

NCIt covers vocabulary for clinical care, translational and basic
research, and public information and administrative activities.
The content is focused on cancer, but contains an increasing
amount of terminology that is not specific to cancer as the number
of non-cancer users and partners increases. NCIt is a concept based
terminology, with 70,000 concepts hierarchically organized in 19
distinct domains. It provides terminological information – defini-
tions, synonyms, and other concept properties and associations –
for nearly 10,000 cancers and related diseases, 8000 single agents
Inc.
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and combination therapies, and a wide range of other topics re-
lated to cancer and biomedical activities.

The details of a sample concept are shown in Fig. 1. Concept name,
preferred name, semantic type, and parent are required, as is at least
one fully annotated synonym representing the NCI Preferred Name.
Definitions from EVS, EVS partners and related sources are added, as
are other properties, associations, and role relationships as appropri-
ate for the domain or subdomain. Concept codes – unique, perma-
nent, nonsemantic identifiers – are generated automatically by the
software. The terminology is also self documenting: The properties,
associations and role relationships are themselves included as con-
cepts and defined within the terminology, which can be browsed on-
line [1–2]. NCIt has been described previously in two early overviews
of its content and organization [3–4] and a more recent and exten-
sive overview providing details on the modeling of cancer and its
integration with NCIt anatomic, genetic and drug information mod-
els [5]. Online documentation is provided on the EVS Web site [6],
including documentation of NCIt semantics [7–8].

NCIt is a description logic terminology, published in Ontylog
(and soon instead LexBIG [9]) XML, Web Ontology Language
(OWL rdf/xml), and flat file formats. It is a subsumption hierarchy
with multiple inheritance – each concept has one or more is-a par-
ents. Some parts of the terminology contain a substantial amount
of additional ontological modeling of relationships between con-
cepts, while many parts function primarily as a thesaurus provid-
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Fig. 1. Sample NCIt concept: key published information.
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ing terminological information about a concept. NCIt content is
user driven to a large extent. It was not created as a pure ontology
from the ground up. Rather, it reflects the accumulated and chang-
ing needs of a large and diverse user community. NCIt does not
cover all domains, nor does it cover domains exhaustively, except
in certain areas such as cancer diseases and cancer drugs.

NCIt is a stand alone terminology, but also functions as a critical
part of the semantic foundation for the Cancer Biomedical Informat-
ics Grid (caBIG), NCI’s new integrated information network initia-
tive. NCIt has been approved as a standard terminology for caBIG.
It is the main source of terminology for annotating metadata (data
elements, data element concepts and valid values) about biomedical
data sources, software research applications, clinical trial case report
forms, and other types of artifacts represented in the Cancer Data
Standards Repository (caDSR). NCIt is accessed via API by the soft-
ware that facilitates semantic integration, the Semantic Integration
Workbench (SIW). In addition, the terminology is made available as
a GRID service, through the EVS Grid API [10–12].

A number of terminology best practices have been codified by
standards bodies such as the International Organization for Stan-
dardization (ISO) (e.g., ISO 704:2000; 860:1996; 1087–1:2000;
15188:2001; 1087–2:2000; 12620:1999; 16642:2003; and
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2788:1986) [13]. Although EVS attempts to follow such formal
standards to the extent that they appear to be cost effective and
of practical utility, Cimino’s Desiderata [14–15] has proven to be
practically very useful in the construction of NCIt, and EVS has paid
particular attention to such less formal recommendations [16].
EVS, as part of its interest in best practices, has always recognized
the importance of organizational and process aspects [17].

As part of the NCIt production process, the NCI EVS group con-
ducts a number of activities designed to provide quality assurance.
The large size and scope of NCIt require a combination of auto-
mated and manual checks and reviews, including description logic
consistency checking, edit checks built into the software, an Editor
Guide, edit checks built into the publication process, and ongoing
review and updates. In addition, the terminology has been re-
viewed and audited by several outside organizations over the past
several years (see Section 2.5). This paper reviews the tools and
processes used for quality assurance as well as some of the exter-
nal reviews that have been conducted.
2. Quality assurance techniques and their contributions to
quality

A variety of different QA steps and processes are conducted
both routinely during each production cycle, and on a periodic ba-
sis as ongoing QA. Each plays some role in maintaining and
improving the overall quality of the terminology.

2.1. NCIt editing and publication cycle

Different quality assurance (QA) techniques are applied during
the various phases of the NCIt editing and publication process. NCIt
is published on a monthly cycle. New and revised content originates
from many different sources, including internal NCI divisions, offices
and centers; cancer centers and cooperative groups; other parts of
NIH; other federal agencies, such as the Food and Drug Administra-
tion; standards development organizations, such as the Clinical Data
Interchange Standards Consortium (CDISC); and other research and
clinical care organizations. Input is received in a variety of ways as
well. Users updating their applications or systems often send file sets
with new or updated terminology. Terminology content can also be
developed and updated through cooperative work in specific do-
main areas, where files are exchanged and expanded until reviewed
content is considered complete and correct for addition to NCIt. Re-
quests for individual terms or other changes received through sup-
port requests or the ‘‘suggest a term” function on the browsers are
also a source of new or updated content. The following excerpt from
an email support request gives a flavor for the types of discussions
EVS editors have with end users of all sorts:

‘‘. . .I recently came across definitions for 2 equivalent terms: 1
sievert = 100 rem. The rem definition mentions only the use of
a quality factor. However the sievert definition suggests the
product of a quality factor and N. Regarding the latter, it looks
like the International Commission on Radiological Protection
(referenced in the definition) in 2002 decided that N = 1 because
it caused confusion (see attached). Hence its use in the defini-
tion of the sievert may no longer be appropriate. In any event
presence or absence of N should be consistent in these 2 defini-
tions of equivalent terms”

In all cases, new and revised content must be reviewed, vali-
dated and developed in conformance with NCIt content develop-
ment and editing guidelines, and change occurs incrementally
through this continuous QA and development process. This is dis-
cussed further in Section 2.2.
NCIt is edited by a team of domain experts in basic and clinical
subject areas who also have knowledge of terminology best prac-
tices. In the current editing environment, each editor works in a
separate copy of the NCIt database, called a baseline. At the end
of an editing cycle (normally 2 weeks), a set of changes is exported
from the editing software, and the workflow manager uses a Work-
flow Manager tool to review and consolidate the changes and do
any needed conflict resolution among those changes. An editor his-
tory, maintained in a database, tracks all changes to the editor
baselines over the editing period. Before publication of a new base-
line, a concept history database table is generated from the editing
history [18–19]. Concept history differs from editing history in pro-
viding a higher-level summary of changes to support end users
rather than editors, as described in Section 2.3 below and in Hartel
et al. [18].

2.2. QA during editing phase

The NCI Editor Guide [20] provides the first line of QA. It spec-
ifies what elements must be included in a concept, and provides
guidance on what other content is appropriate in particular do-
mains and circumstances. NCIt editors are expected to adhere to
the NCI Editor Guide. In effect, the Editor Guide specifies a number
of basic QA standards governing creation and update of NCIt con-
tent. For example, concept names cannot be changed, definitions
can be modified slightly, but the meaning should not change. If a
new meaning is needed, a new concept should be created. On the
other hand, preferred names can change as necessary as long as
the meaning does not change. The Editor Guide further specifies
how concept elements are supposed to be formatted. For example,
the preferred name is singular, and a definition starts with a sen-
tence fragment so that it flows naturally from either the preferred
name or synonyms. The Style Guide section of the Editor Guide ex-
pands on these rules, detailing such things as class name conven-
tions for different types of concepts.

Text definitions are a critical part of NCIt, and substantial effort
is expended creating new definitions and revising existing defini-
tions for consistency. In accordance with good terminology prac-
tices, each concept should have a definition. Definitions should
be definitional. That is, a definition should follow a standard format
and include information that distinguishes a concept from its par-
ent and sibling concepts. It should be complete and accurate. Use-
ful but non-definitional information should be put in an editorial
note rather than as part of the definition. With the exception of
the drug and cancer domains, which have need for definitions ex-
tended to cover research and clinical user needs, EVS tries to follow
these guidelines. Definitions are reviewed on an ongoing basis for
conformance to the guidelines, and new definitions are added to
those concepts that do not have them (now under half, but still
about 30,000). New definitions are reviewed by at least two
editors.

NCIt has been edited and maintained using the Apelon Termi-
nology Development Environment (TDETM). Some of the conven-
tions specified in the Editor Guide are implemented as business
logic in the TDE software and its NCI specific extensions. Important
selected edit checks are listed in Table 1. Fig. 1 above shows a sam-
ple concept with its component parts that the reader can refer to in
conjunction with Table 1 entries; additional concepts can be
viewed on the EVS terminology browsers [1–2] after selecting
NCI Thesaurus. A number of the types of errors described in the ta-
ble – e.g., invalid semantic types, or more than one NCI Preferred
Name – are not generally found in routine editing because the edit
filters prevent them, but sometimes an edit check can be bypassed,
e.g. during batch editing. As an example of an error type occasion-
ally found, the second item in Table 1 refers to Preferred Names.
There is an edit check that the Preferred Name must match the



Table 1
Selected edit checks built or configured into the software.

Edit check entity Description

Concept Name Cannot be changed (although preferred term can be); it must begin with letter or underscore
Preferred Name Concept must have one and only one Preferred Name; it must match the fully qualified synonym with term-group PT (Preferred Term) and term-source

NCI
Duplicates Duplicate parents, roles and properties are not allowed
Definition Each must have 1 review date, 1 review name, 0 or 1 attributes; no characters less than UTF-8 32 allowed; !,? or @ allowed, single spaces only in

definitions unless preceded by these special characters
Retired concept Only lead editor can retire concepts, although editors can pre-retire concepts. An editor’s note should explain the retirement
Merged concept Only lead editor can merge concepts, although editors can pre-merge concepts, and pre-merged concept must include an editor note with value of pre-

merge annotation and an explanation if needed
Split concept Check that newly created concept is a valid concept. All checks made during normal create are made during a split
Other Cannot create or maintain a restriction relationship that points at a retired, pre-retired or pre-merged class
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string in the fully annotated synonym of term-source NCI and
term-group PT (Preferred Term). In one editing cycle, an edit check
based on string matching detected the following error:

Concept: Polyvinyl_Alcohol_PVA
Preferred Name: Polyvinyl Alcohol (PVA)
Full Synonym: <term-name>Polyvinyl Alcohol PVA</term-
name>
<term-group>PT</term-group>
<term-source>NCI</term-source>

TDE is a description logic environment with a description logic
reasoner that enables editors to frequently check their modeling
logic for completeness and consistency. Editors classify their indi-
vidual copies of the NCIt baseline before submitting changes, and
must fix any cycles or other inconsistencies before their changes
can be accepted into the common baseline. The semantics of the
Apelon classifier have been published previously [21].

Conflict resolution is also a critical part of the quality assurance
process. The main purpose of TDE conflict resolution is to catch cases
where more than one editor has worked on a concept and left the
concept in different states in their individual baselines. As described
in the introduction, after the editors have completed an editing per-
iod (usually 2 weeks), conflict resolution software is used to detect
concepts that have been edited by multiple editors and allows the
workflow manager to resolve conflicts that sometimes arise be-
tween editors’ changes. Most conflicts are minor, and occur when
one editor has changed an attribute, such as a definition, while an-
other has changed a different attribute, e.g. a synonym. In most cases
each contribution is valid and accepted for the final version. Occa-
sionally, truly conflicting edits have been made, and resolution of
such conflicts usually requires speaking to the contributing editors
to resolve differing points of view before the lead editor creates a
new baseline. The creation of a new baseline marks the end of one
editing cycle and the start of the next; the editors begin the next cy-
cle with a copy of the updated TDE master database.

Lastly, as mentioned, the content is heavily end user driven, and
user review, feedback, and suggestions for new content play a ma-
jor role in content development and QA. EVS receives feedback and
content requests from various collaborators, including many caBIG
participants, through a variety of channels such as email, spread-
sheets, a ‘‘Submit New/Change” dialog in NCI terminology Web
browsers, and related NCI applications such as the Cancer Data
Standards Repository (caDSR) and the Semantic Integration Work-
bench. These applications support semantic annotation of Unified
Modeling Language (UML) models and creation and utilization of
metadata (common data elements) [12].

NCIt editors respond to these requests by first reviewing exist-
ing NCIt data to determine if the request is sound and consistent
with existing NCIt content, and also if the request provides suffi-
cient detail to represent concepts following the requirements of
the Editor Guide. Frequently, the editor must contact the requestor
to obtain additional clarification, say that requested content al-
ready exists, or explain that requested content is not appropriate
for inclusion in NCIt.

As an important example of inappropriate content, requests are
frequently made to add to NCIt content that instead belongs in NCI’s
caDSR metadata repository. These requests reflect confusion be-
tween the context-free representation of conceptual information
appropriate for a terminology and the context-bound representation
appropriate for a metadata repository. NCI employs data modeling,
metadata and terminology services in its data semantics strategy
[12,22]. NCIt is supposed to contain concepts that are useful for cod-
ing and exchanging information within the cancer and biomedical
communities. Terms that are so highly pre-coordinated that they
are likely to apply to only one experiment or clinical trial are not
appropriate for inclusion in NCIt. Rather, such context-bound no-
tions ought to be created in the NCI’s ISO11179 compliant metadata
infrastructure as data element concepts or value domains.

The NCI metadata repository was designed to express in a ma-
chine interpretable manner the context in which concepts are
used. For example, the metadata repository can clearly express
that, in one instance, the concept ‘‘nausea” is the name of a check
box on a medical history form, while in another instance it is a va-
lue that can take one of several severity codes on an adverse event
report. NCIt provides atomic concepts from which these context-
specific notions are constructed using terminology post-coordina-
tion and the rules governing ISO 11179 metadata. Concepts such
as ‘‘medical history” and ‘‘nausea” are appropriate for inclusion
in NCIt because they are applicable in many different contexts.
On the other hand, a notion such as ‘‘history of nausea or vomiting
in the last 3 weeks” is not one that has general applicability. It ap-
plies to only a few, limited contexts. Such notions are the métier of
the metadata realm, not NCIt. NCIt editors, therefore, play an
important role in advising end users about high level semantics,
such as when to use the metadata repository, as well as about
low level representational issues, such as how to construct good
preferred names, child concepts, definitions, and other attributes.
The editors review the content and work with end users to revise
the content as necessary before it is inserted.

2.3. QA during publication phase

NCIt content from the editing environment goes through sev-
eral processing and QA steps on its way to publication, as sketched
in Fig. 2. Each numbered processing step and associated QA are re-
viewed below. While EVS staff manually review data at some
points in this process, the bulk of the QA that is performed during
the publication phase is automated.

In step 1, the consolidated and corrected NCIt contents are ex-
ported from the master TDE baseline to an external data file for fur-
ther processing. In step 2, this data file is processed to create a file



Fig. 2. NCIt publication steps and QA processes.
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that can be loaded into both the NCIt server (Apelon Distributed
Terminology Server – DTSTM) and the MEME editing environment
that supports production of the NCI Metathesaurus (see Section
2.3.1 below). Pruning the vocabulary data involves eliminating
concepts, properties, and roles that are used internally to support
workflow and editing. A metrics report is created, indicating on a
gross scale the type of editing that has occurred in each area,
e.g., that 20 Definition properties were asserted in the Gene Kind
domain during the last editing cycle. Details are also reported on
items that have been edited, e.g., the actual text of an edited Def-
inition property. A QA report is then created, flagging items that
break business rules or require manual review.

In step 3, the pruned and corrected load file is prepared and
loaded into the DTS terminology server. A description logic classi-
fication is performed using the TDE. This classification step uncov-
ers issues related to the pruning of roles and concepts, e.g., where a
concept deleted during pruning is still referenced as the filler value
for a role defining another concept.

In step 4, the pruned and corrected vocabulary data are checked
one final time prior to insertion into the MEME environment for
NCI Metathesaurus. Insertion QA double-checks various items
tested in the QA report, and also tests for additional issues of rele-
vance to the MEME environment (see detailed discussion below).

In Step 5, an export of the runtime editing history database ta-
ble is done in parallel to the step 1 export of vocabulary data. Only
history records that have not yet been published are exported in
this step.

In step 6, the exported history data are processed for publica-
tion as concept history. Edits are classified as being create, merge,
retire, or modify actions. A number of records are dropped, e.g.,
where a concept is created and then dropped in a single edit cycle
(and therefore has not yet been published), where modify actions
refer to concepts that are new or merged, and where multiple
modify actions refer to the same concept. The published concept
history does not provide details of modifications and summarizes
changes for a full production cycle. A number of fields are also
dropped, e.g., the ‘‘published” field, the internal timestamp, and
the name of the editor responsible for an edit action. History vali-
dation is done by comparing the history records with a compre-
hensive report of all differences in data between the current and
previous vocabulary baselines. Concepts referenced are checked
to ensure that they have a create record and still exist. Any errors
identified at this stage are fixed in consultation with the workflow
manager who, e.g., might have disapproved on review an editing
action during the consolidation of all the editing changes into the
master baseline.

A number of edit checks are performed during history process-
ing. Table 2 identifies most of these checks, which are aimed at
detecting things that should not have happened, but perhaps did
happen during batch processing, workflow management, or the
history or baseline processing itself. As an example, Table 2 in-
cludes a check for history records that do not have matching con-
cepts. Here one is found: C75530|Hyperimmune_State.

After NCIt data are loaded into the publication servers, there is
one final QA step. NCIt has a four tier application production envi-
ronment, so that server data are loaded sequentially onto Develop-
ment, Test, Staging and Production servers. When files are loaded
to the Test server, they are accessible to end users for testing with
their applications, allowing users to identify content changes that
affect their applications. Editors also review the new version of
NCIt on the Test tier to verify that the publication versions are as
expected.

2.3.1. QA before insertion into NCI Metathesaurus
The NCI Metathesaurus is based on the National Library of Med-

icine (NLM) Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) Metathesau-
rus. It contains over 70 terminologies of interest to the NCI
community and its collaborators, many drawn from the UMLS,
and omits some of the terminologies in the UMLS that are proprie-
tary or not of direct interest to the EVS community. NCI Metathe-
saurus QA is complex and extensive, and mostly beyond the scope
of this paper, but it becomes partially relevant because NCIt is one
of the sources added to the NCI Metathesaurus. Prior to preparing
NCIt for insertion into NCI Metathesaurus (a process called source
inversion) a number of additional QA steps are run that sometimes
find anomalies in the data that the regular NCIt QA process did not
find.

Table 3 summarizes these QA steps run on NCIt files. Some of
the data referred to in the resulting reports are actually not errors,
but the reports sometimes point out outliers or errors that need to
be examined more closely. For example, the first item in Table 3
lists an edit check for Preferred Names that are not unique. NCIt
has unique concept codes, identifiers and names – the latter two
primarily for internal use – but the Preferred Name property is
not required to be unique. For example, ‘‘Gray” (concept name =
‘‘Gray Color”) and ‘‘Gray” (concept name = ‘‘Gray”) are two legiti-
mate concepts with two different meanings, even though they
have the same Preferred Name property. An editor seeing these
concepts in the QA report and not familiar with the radiation dose
unit might want to confirm that they really are intended to repre-
sent two different meanings.

2.4. Periodic and ongoing content QA

The content domains are reviewed on an ongoing basis to im-
prove the structure and modeling of the terminology. For example,
the Gene domain has been restructured over the last year and one
half to enable better representation of allelic variants. A gene con-
cept for each gene contained in the terminology existed previously,
but now each gene concept also has a wild-type concept and any
allelic variants as children. This allows role relationships to be as-
serted specifically on the wild-type or allelic variant concept to
which they apply. This also prevents inappropriate role relation-
ships being inherited by child concepts. As another example, the



Table 2
QA check steps during history processing.

Check description Sample output (condensed)

Write a log file to characterize edits as create, merge, retire, modify for concept history
file

674642|C73624|create|30-APR-08|(null)
674643|C38019|split|30-APR-08|C38019
674644|C38019|split|30-APR-08|C73624
674659|C3279|modify|30-APR-08|(null)
674661|C72063|modify|30-APR-08|(null)

Check for concepts that have appeared but have no create record (No error example found)
Check for concepts that have disappeared Concepts found in C:n...nTDEByNameForProduction-07.05e.xml

but not in C:n...nTDEByNameForProduction-07.06d.xml
C67256

Check for history records that do not have matching concepts New concepts not found in BSLN2
(C:n...nTDEByNameForProduction-08.08d.xml):
C75530|Hyperimmune_State

Check for invalid merge codes (No examples, caught by edit filters)
Check for concepts created and retired within an editing period WARNING: New codes created, then retired,

but still found in BSLN2:(to be edited manually)
C75602|Motion
687348|C75602|Motion|New|2008-08-22 04:08:12.0|<editor etc>

Multiple modifications of a concept for period combined into 1 history record List of all discarded records:
687355|C75604|IDS_Gene|Modify|2008-08-25 10:08:27.0|<editor etc>

Editor identity information removed from records 687347|C2558|Glufanide_Disodium|Modify|2008-08-22 02:08:04.0|<editor etc>
687348|C75602|Motion|New|2008-08-22 04:08:12.0|<editor etc>
687349|C75603|Artifact|New|2008-08-22 04:08:20.0|<editor etc>
687347|C2558|modify|12-SEP=08|(null)
687348|C75602|create|12-SEP=08|(null)
687349|C75603|create|12-SEP=08|(null)

Discard modification records on new concepts Modification records corresponding to new codes are discarded:
687355|C75604|IDS_Gene|Modify|2008-08-25 10:08:27.0|<editor etc>
687358|C75604|IDS_Gene|Modify|2008-08-25 10:08:48.0|<editor etc>

Discard modification records on merged concepts Modification records corresponding to merged codes are discarded:
688366|C15721|Epidemiology_Research|Modify|2008-09-03 09:09:21.0|<editor
etc>
688367|C71483|Epidemiologic_Study|Modify|2008-09-03 09:09:23.0|<editor
etc>

Table 3
List of checks performed on NCIt prior to starting inversion for NCI Meta.

Edit check Explanation

Preferred Name not unique Reports all concepts that share same Preferred Name (not illegal in NCIt, but reviewed for inadvertent
errors).

Fully annotated synonym of term-source NCI and term-group PT
(Preferred Term) the same in two concepts

Looks at the fully annotated synonym property term name, type and source, identifying those
concepts that share the same synonym that has a term-group of PT and a term-source of NCI (not
illegal in NCIt, but reviewed for inadvertent errors).

Duplicate roles within concepts Reports any concept with duplicate role assertions, which are then fixed.
Duplicate properties within concepts Looks at properties, e.g. definitions, semantic types, etc, and reports duplicates, which are then fixed.
Invalid semantic types Semantic Type property values for each concept compared to list of valid semantic types. Non-

matches are reported and fixed.
Verify exactly 1 NCI PT (Preferred Term) per concept For each concept, verify that each has exactly one fully annotated synonym property that has a term-

group of PT and a source of NCI. Records failing this are reported and fixed.
Verify exactly 1 Preferred Name property For each concept, verify that each has exactly one Preferred Name. Duplicate, multiple or missing

properties are reported and fixed. (NCIt editing software enforces this, but it is possible to introduce
errors through batch editing.)

Verify NCI PT (Preferred Term) and Preferred Name match For each concept, strings are compared, and mismatches reported and fixed.
Check configuration file for roles, properties and subsources Check that roles, properties and subsources in XML data file are present in configuration file, and

report mismatches to be fixed.
Check for pipe delimiter Pipes should not be included in the data; any found are reported and fixed.
Check for identical fully annotated synonyms Fully annotated synonyms that share the same name, group, source and code and that appear in

different concepts are reported and fixed.
Check for NCI Dictionary of Cancer Terms (NCI-GLOSS) definitions

without NCI-GLOSS fully annotated synonyms
Concepts that have an NCI-GLOSS definition should have corresponding NCI-GLOSS fully annotated
synonyms.
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combination chemotherapy regimens were reorganized and
remodeled in the recent past. These regimens are now organized
by the diseases they are used to treat, and each regimen is also
linked to the concepts for the individual agents used.

In addition, editors periodically add or change content on a
smaller scale to reflect changes in the science. Additions that are
not directly requested by an end user generally are prompted by
seeing a study in an important journal such as Nature, Science or
Cell, or its appearance in the NCI Bulletin. Generally, by this point,
there are many disease related studies for the concept of interest
and strong evidence that, e.g., a specific gene is linked to a disease.
The scientific news press is also scanned to see whether there are
candidates for future inclusion.

2.5. External reviews of NCIt

NCIt has now been reviewed externally in several different for-
ums and for different purposes. Each review has resulted in addi-
tional editing of NCIt, or changes to EVS production and QA
processes, that have improved the quality of the terminology.
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NCI EVS launched the first major external review of NCIt con-
tent, from 2000 through 2002, in an area central to its mission: cat-
egories of cancer and related disorders. EVS arranged for a series of
expert panels from the College of American Pathologists (CAP) to
review some 6500 NCIt concepts. Each panel focused on a set of
specific content areas, such as breast and skin neoplasms and pre-
cancerous conditions. Review files covered the accuracy and com-
pleteness of the basic concepts, and separately the correctness of
the terms listed as synonyms for each. Files were circulated in ad-
vance, comments collected, and multi-day face-to-face review
meetings held to review each file and seek consensus. The many
hundreds of changes resulting from this process played an impor-
tant role in creating a comprehensive and current reference termi-
nology for cancers, including systematic cross-classification by
anatomy and morphology.

In 2003, NCIt anatomy terminology was reviewed by a working
group of US federal agency representatives to assess it as a poten-
tial federal standard within the Consolidated Health Informatics
(CHI) initiative [23]. Review criteria included quality and com-
pleteness of is-a and part-of hierarchies, synonymy, and other as-
pects of content, as well as suitability for clinical, surgical,
pathology and research uses. The working group recommended
NCIt as a federal standard for anatomy, while giving useful feed-
back including the importance of completing development of the
subcellular anatomic coverage that made NCIt a unique resource
for research purposes. EVS did substantial additional work in re-
sponse to this feedback, and in May 2004 NCIt was adopted, to-
gether with SNOMED-CT, as one of two official CHI standards for
anatomy [24]. Later that year, EVS also provided NCIt anatomy ter-
minology for external review by the Armed Forces Institute of
Pathology (AFIP). The 4250-plus anatomy concepts then in NCIt
ranged from gross anatomy to microanatomy and embryology.
Feedback and corrections from AFIP, as well as from other external
reviewers and users, have made a significant and continuing con-
tribution to its quality and scope.

In 2005, Min et al. [25], from the Structural Analysis of Biomed-
ical Ontologies Center (SABOC) [26] at the New Jersey Institute of
Technology, conducted a study in the NCIt biological processes do-
main as part of a study to test an abstraction network auditing
methodology for detecting various kinds of errors in medical ter-
minologies satisfying systematic inheritance. More recently, the
SABOC group conducted another study of the NCIt gene and biolog-
ical processes domains with the goal of providing an analysis that
would facilitate quality assurance of the relationships used in the
gene domain [27–28]. They provided to NCI a 70 page table listing
genes found in NCIt and providing filler (target) role values for the
following roles:

1. Gene_Associated_With_Disease;
2. Gene_Found_In_Organism;
3. Gene_Found_In_Chromosomal_Location; and
4. Gene_Plays_Role_in_Process.

They identified possible role errors and omissions by comparing
NCIt to NCBI’s Entrez Gene. They differentiated between filler val-
ues found only in the NCBI database Entrez Gene and those found
only in NCIt and those found in both databases. The study resulted
in identification of several QA tasks for improving the content of
the gene domain: (1) identify specific gene concepts that are miss-
ing the defining roles Gene_in_Chromosomal_Location and
Gene_Found_In_Organism and add these roles; (2) identify specific
gene concepts that are missing the non-defining role Gene_Associ-
ated_With_Disease; and (3) create more specific concepts to use as
filler values in order to replace general filler values and values that
are obsolete based on the current primary literature. The paper
reporting this work focused primarily on the biological process role
targets for NCIt concepts. Examining the results of this comparison
of NCIt and Entrez Gene for the role Gene_Plays_Role_in_Process,
the authors found a number of cases:

1) Biological process target was the same (or a synonym) in
NCIt and Entrez Gene (no action required);

2) the target in NCBI was more specific than in NCIt, suggesting
some refinement might be necessary in NCIt (for example,
cell cycle arrest in Entrez Gene is more specific than cell
cycle regulation in NCIt); and

3) a biological process target in Entrez Gene is not found at all
in NCIt, suggesting additional modeling needed in NCIt.

However, it is necessary to note that the role
Gene_Plays_Role_in_Process is used in support of the description
logic definition of the concepts in the gene domain. The filler val-
ues of this role are often not very specific because the domain cov-
erage of the biological process domain is not exhaustive. It has not
been the intention of NCIt to recapitulate information on biological
processes found in other terminologies, such as GO, but rather to
provide a basic framework for biological processes where patho-
logic processes can reside, and to be of sufficient granularity to
support domains in NCIt that refer to biological processes. Instead
of attempting to model the entire biological process domain, con-
cepts in the gene domain contain references to GO annotations ini-
tially provided by the Cancer Genome Anatomy Project, as well as
to NCBI’s Entrez Gene. The GO annotation property was a onetime
addition that was implemented to determine if our user base
would utilize this reference, and currently they do not; therefore,
we are putting our efforts into maintaining references in each
wild-type allele concept to Entrez Gene which is an authority for
this information. Some of the editing work suggested by this re-
view has been completed, while other parts are underway as part
of the regular long term QA and editing cycles.

In 2005, Cuesters et al. [29] also reviewed NCIt for its ontolog-
ical correctness and for adherence to relevant ISO standards.
Among other issues, the review noted departures from ISO best
practices in the assertion of synonymy, inconsistencies in how
terms are represented (variable capitalization and singular versus
plural case for example), problems in formation of definitions at
the level of individual concepts, consistency of definitions between
concepts in direct subsumption relationship across the inheritance
hierarchy, and a lack of definitions for many concepts. The review
went on to point out problems with the use of description logic
including incorrect use of the universal qualifier and failure to seg-
regate occurent and endurant concepts.

The utility of this critique for improving NCIt has proven to be
limited. EVS performed a review of the terms in NCIt to correct the
inconsistent capitalization and number problems pointed out by
Ceusters et al. In addition, EVS corrected certain problems with def-
initions and continues to add definitions to concepts lacking them.
Also, the Ceusters review led to modifications to the then-current
wording governing definitions and certain other aspects of the Editor
Guide. While other faults were also accurately identified, such as the
incorrect use of the ‘‘all” description logic qualifier, making corre-
sponding changes to NCIt was not cost-effective. Many of the prob-
lems the review identified, if corrected, would not materially affect
the ability of NCIt to meet the use cases that it must support. Also,
since the Ceusters critique reported global problems, as opposed to
the specific problems reported by the SABOC group, EVS was faced
with identifying where problems occurred in addition to then fixing
them, which greatly increased the level of difficulty in responding to
Ceusters et al. It is important to note, however, that while the Ceus-
ters review had limited utility in improving NCIt, it played a role in
the genesis of the BiomedGT open, federated ontology initiative re-
cently undertaken by NCI [30].
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More recently, NCIt was reviewed by the Cancer Bioinformatics
Grid (caBIG) Vocabulary and Common Data Elements (VCDE)
Workspace to determine whether it should be approved as a stan-
dard terminology for caBIG use [31]. The VCDE group had previ-
ously spent considerable effort creating a set of criteria for
evaluating terminologies as potential standards. These criteria
were compiled based on a set of terminology best practices culled
from the literature and past experience. They included the general
categories:

1. URU (Understandability, Reproducibility, Usability)
a. Statement of purpose
b. Concept orientation
c. Concept permanence
d. Nonsemantic identifiers
e. Polyhierarchy
f. Explicitness of relations
g. Multiple granularities
h. Graceful evolution
2. Quality of documentation
3. Maintenance and extensions (change management)
4. Accessibility and distribution
5. Intellectual property considerations
6. Considerations regarding mapped technologies
7. Quality assurance and quality control
8. Concept definitions
9. Community acceptance

10. Reporting requirements

These criteria were then applied by different terminology ex-
perts to three substantially different terminologies, partly also as
a test of the utility and feasibility of applying the criteria. One of
the terminologies reviewed was NCIt (the other two were the Gene
Ontology, GO, and the Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse
Events, CTCAE). The approach of this review of NCIt relied heavily
on analysis of the raw data contained within the NCIt OWL and
other files (scripts, parsing, counting), combined with existing doc-
umentation of NCIt and other papers critiquing NCIt.

The reviewer found NCIt mostly compliant with the review cri-
teria, with the exception of some things difficult to validate be-
cause of its size, such as scope, content coverage (which would
need to be evaluated with respect to specific tasks), and the quality
of textual definitions. The review recommended better documen-
tation of editorial policies, which have since been published [32],
and a user guide, which is being implemented for the new browser
NCI BioPortal [33]. The review reported only moderate compliance
with formal definitions and text definitions, both of which are
being worked on as appropriate. The reviewer also reported no
built in mechanisms for post-coordination or for extracting consis-
tent views or subsets. There is no canonical technique for resolving
the semantic equivalence of post-coordinated concept signatures.
However, the caBIG VCDE and the EVS are working towards a sub-
set mechanism. The criteria for reviewing terminologies were sub-
sequently refined and clarified, based on the reviews of these three
terminologies by three different reviewers using three somewhat
different approaches, and continue to be refined as caBIG gains
experience evaluating additional terminologies for caBIG use.

Finally, Mougin and Bodenreider [34] reported a research pro-
ject aimed at analyzing the consistency of NCIt by comparing NCIt
Semantic Types (STYs) (either UMLS assigned or NCIt assigned).
They flagged NCIt concepts as inconsistent if the relationship be-
tween two NCIt concepts was not equivalent to, or a subproperty
of, a UMLS Semantic Network STY. This approach does identify real
inconsistencies in NCIt, however, there are a number of reasons
why some of the differences identified may be intentional, some
of which were also discussed in the Mougin paper. First, NCIt main-
tains Semantic Type as an NCIt property independent of UMLS STY
assignments. There are, therefore, some legitimate differences be-
tween Semantic Type assignments. The same concept might be in
a different hierarchy in NCIt than in MeSH for instance, so there
may be contextual differences that lead to a different semantic type
assignment. Second, definitions of STYs are not always clear-cut.
‘‘Disease or Syndrome” and ‘‘Finding” for example, are closely re-
lated and can be applied inconsistently. In the real world, a disease
is almost always a finding of that disease. However, ‘‘Finding” is a
thing (Entity) in the UMLS Semantic Network and ‘‘Disease or Dis-
order” is a Process (Event). While that is ontologically correct, in
NCIt ‘‘Finding” and ‘‘Disease or Disorder” share a common parent;
thus NCIt and the UMLS Semantic Network differ in this area. Third,
NCIt is a working terminology, not a pure ontology. For instance,
this study pointed out that Salivary Fistula should not be a child
of Gastrointestinal Fistula Adverse Event. The authors are abso-
lutely correct; however, this is part of a navigational hierarchy used
by the CTCAE 3.0 source that has been incorporated into NCIt. It is
used for Adverse Event reporting, and cannot be changed until
the next CTCAE update. Finally, the process can also identify errors
in the UMLS. One potential NCIt inconsistency found is really a
UMLS error of merging two concepts that should not be merged –
namely, Hard Palate and Hard Palate Neoplasm (CO153375). The
study nevertheless provides a useful addition to the set of available
QA tools, and NCI will review the full set of inconsistencies identi-
fied by this paper for improving the content quality of NCIt.

3. Discussion

Extensive internal and external QA are essential to any large-
scale resource such as NCIt. The EVS project has accumulated a
portfolio of techniques for QA of NCIt over the years that are ap-
plied to all stages of the terminology process: editorial guidelines,
review during creation, built in edit checks, pre- and post-publica-
tion edit checks, and external reviews. While still inadequate to
catch all syntax, content and modeling errors, they nevertheless
improve the quality very substantially. Several lessons have
emerged from this experience.

One is that automated QA algorithms must provide results with
sufficient specificity that editors can deal with reviewing the sug-
gested potential discrepancies. The automated edit checks added
into the software and applied pre-publication have been tweaked
over time, and work quite well. No doubt they can still be im-
proved, as evidenced by the fact that some additional errors are
periodically identified during the process of edit checking for inser-
tion of NCIt into NCI Metathesaurus.

Another lesson is that even when editorial guidelines are well
documented, editors do not always apply those guidelines system-
atically. It is important to review the guidelines periodically, to be
sure that they are applied as intended and that they are still valid.

Third, NCIt reflects the tensions and compromises between
meeting the diverse needs of dependent systems and users and
providing consistent, well-structured content. This can result in
maintaining terminology or terminology structures that would
not be included in a perfect world, but that are needed by end users
who are the reason for maintaining NCIt.

Finally, external QA and feedback have been especially useful in
identifying and addressing important content and structural is-
sues. The CAP review of cancer concepts was a key step in creating
an up-to-date and comprehensive cancer ontology. External re-
views of NCIt anatomy concepts helped identify areas that required
further development, notably subcellular anatomy. The SABOC
team used an interesting automated process that provided a com-
parison of NCIt modeling in a specific area to that in another stan-
dard resource, NCBI’s Entrez Gene. The specificity of the SABOC
results was sufficient for editors to review many of the suggested
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potential discrepancies. The Cuesters review provided more global
suggestions that could not all be addressed in the context of NCIt,
but which will be better addressed in BiomedGT.

3.1. New directions for terminology services: NCIt and BiomedGT

Due to the wide range of technical, clinical and scientific knowl-
edge that reference terminologies such as NCIt must represent,
production of NCIt has proven to be an expensive activity. NCIt re-
lies on a group of experts working full time under contract. It has
been a balancing act to hold costs within bearable limits while
ensuring the pool of editors contains expertise in the many areas
covered by NCIt. NCIt editors not only create the content, but also
play a significant role in quality assurance for the content that they
create. Any weakness in the expertise and skills of the editing
group will be reflected not only in the content, but also in EVS’s
ability to detect and correct its deficiencies. While use of outside
experts can address important areas, such reviews are expensive
and cannot be used as a routine measure. Similarly, while pub-
lished critiques are often helpful, they appear sporadically and
are of variable relevance to operational requirements.

Open, community-based ontology development efforts such as
the Gene Ontology (GO) [35] and the MGED Ontology [36] have
had impressive success in leveraging the expertise of numerous
volunteers to serve entire communities with up-to-date content
and ongoing quality assurance. SNOMED-CT [37] is apparently also
moving to a community-based strategy for maintenance and qual-
ity assurance but is using a different organizational model.

With its new Biomedical Grid Terminology (BiomedGT) project,
NCI has recently joined the ranks of those attempting to use open,
community-based resources to develop and maintain terminologi-
cal and ontological resources. Seeded with NCIt content, BiomedGT
is intended to evolve towards a federated set of subontologies that
can be edited externally. External editorial submissions will be
transformed internally into formal description logic terminology
and integrated into BiomedGT by a group of ontologists (at least
for the present, NCI curators). The content is being organized under
a standard upper level ontology; terminological concepts will be
separated out from true ontology concepts and used to create navi-
gation hierarchies; and common words will be separated out and
linked to external references. While such an approach involves tech-
nical and logistical challenges, it offers a way to supplement NCIt
with new user driven content, and ameliorate the cost-driven limi-
tations of the in-house editing and quality assurance approach
through which EVS has attempted to create high quality content in
NCIt. It also will facilitate re-use of ontologies and collaboration in
development and review of ontologies, and make it easier for end
users to extract the content subsets they need.
4. Conclusions

NCIt is a large, heavily used terminology that has grown in size
dramatically over the past several years as the number of users and
requests for terminology increase, adding an average of 693 con-
cepts each month over the last three years. Quality assurance is a
critical part of the production process, and many edit checking
and quality assurance steps are built into the editing and publica-
tion processes. As many users and reviewers have pointed out, it is
far from perfect. Errors creep in, and whole areas of the terminol-
ogy need revision. Still, EVS attempts to adhere to terminology best
practices while providing users the terminology services they re-
quire, objectives that are not always in perfect harmony. Errors
are fixed as they are discovered or reported, and new areas are
added as needed. Recommendations from external reviews are
an important facet of the QA process, and are incorporated where
possible. NCI’s new BiomedGT ontology project is now exploring
one way to escape from the cost-driven limitations of the in-house
editing and quality assurance by using open, community-based re-
sources. Lessons learned through BiomedGT, as well as through
ongoing development efforts and feedback, will continue to im-
prove and extend NCIt QA processes.
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